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The author has a way of expressing himself in a clear and readable manner making this book an 
enjoyable and interesting read for those looking at Irish Pewterware. The introduction takes four 
pages, a glossary of terms one page, and the book follows with some 36 pages of illustrations of 
pieces and descriptions of them. There is a short conclusion, a page concerning fakes and a 
bibliography  dealing with both the reading of Irish history and the sources used in the preparation 
of this book. Thus the book extends to some 48 pages in total. A very useful work of reference about 
this specialist Irish subject.

The following two illustrations are included not as examples of especially costly or exceedingly rare 
pieces although scarce, but because they are perhaps the sorts of pieces that the reader might 
possibly see outside of museums. The two pages shown give the reader an idea of how really well 
illustrated and written this work is.
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is available from the Pewter Society at a price of �8 plus �1.50 for first class post 
and packing within the UK (total Ä9.50) – it is good value for any collector!

Individual prices will be quoted for customers outside the UK. Simply it will be the 
actual postage plus 27pence for the protective envelope.

To buy this booklet contact - publications@pewtersociety.org
The originator of this website is the publications officer (in 2011) for the UK Pewter 
Society. There are no commissions or benefits to this website of recommending this 
booklet. It is simply here to encourage interest in the subject – and perhaps to 
assist your collecting.
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